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Protecting Consumers from Package Piracy 

QUEEN’S PARK - Stephen Crawford, MPP for Oakville, tabled his Private Member’s Bill 
today in the Ontario Legislative Assembly, which would introduce the first provincial fines in 
Canada for package piracy.  

“E-commerce is becoming an important avenue for businesses to reach their customers.  Since 
the onset of the pandemic, our province and country have experienced an increase in online 
shopping, and this brings more opportunity for package piracy. Surveys show that package 
piracy has been a growing concern in our country,” said MPP Stephen Crawford. 

MPP Crawford’s Bill, Trespass to Property Amendment Act (Protecting Consumers from 
Package Piracy), 2020, proposes to amend the Trespass to Property Act to provide minimum 
fines where a person trespasses for the purpose of taking or otherwise interfering with mail 
addressed to another individual. 

The fines increase for each offence to a set maximum. The person who committed the offence is 
liable to fines not less than $500 and not more than $10,000 on the first offence; not less than 
$1,000 and not more than $10,000 on a second conviction; and not less than $2,000 and not more 
than $10,000 on each subsequent conviction. 

“Every year prior to the Christmas and holiday season, there is a noticeable spike in online 
orders and deliveries. I am confident that introducing this Bill before the holiday season will help 
bring awareness to the necessary steps and best practices for protecting packages. We need to 
take a hard stance against those who trespass to take packages and give consumers more 
confidence when they order online.” MPP Crawford continued to say. 

If passed, MPP Crawford would make Ontario the leader in Canada for protecting people’s 
packages from piracy. Jurisdictions in the United States have recognized this as a prevalent 
problem, and many States have brought forward porch piracy legislation. 

MPP Crawford reinforced his commitment to protecting consumers in his riding of Oakville and 
across Ontario. He intends to ask for the unanimous support from the Members of the Legislative 
Assembly as the Bill progresses through the Second and Third Readings. 
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John Ferko  
Legislative Assistant to MPP Stephen Crawford 
Oakville 
905-483-3716 
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